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Introduction
This is the first Publitek analysis into how the semiconductor industry’s 
leading companies are represented in the consumer and consumer 
technology press. The paper categorises over 5,000 pieces of online 
consumer-media coverage that references these firms. It quantifies 
what has generated column inches and what activities generate 
engagement.

We conducted the research in two phases, each based on coverage from a 
12-month period. 

Phase 1: We researched which national and consumer technology publications from 
the USA, UK and Germany were covering relevant stories about electronics and 
semiconductors. Then we analised the engagement these stories generated. 10,576 
items of coverage were identified in the year to September 2016.

Phase 2: The most influential 15 outlets were chosen to quantify the coverage for 
a representative sample of 14 major semiconductor companies. This second phase 
collated coverage in the year to October 2016.

The results show which semiconductor companies achieve coverage in consumer 
technology media, and their relative success in doing so.
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Objectives
The white paper seeks to understand

•  How leading players from the semiconductor industry are represented in the 
national and consumer technology press

•  The effect this coverage has in generating consumer engagement with these 
companies

•  The most influential publications and journalists as well as the topics that these 
journalists (and their readers) find most relevant

Methodology
•  12 months of data were analysed to determine the most influential consumer 

technology publications regularly covering semiconductors
•  14 of the industry’s top companies were then tracked in the top 15 titles, again 

over 12 months
•  Coverage was categorised by type, with two subsets (ss1 - to understanding 

engagement; ss2 - to understand topics covered) used for analysis

Findings

Publications
•  Wired, The Economist and The Verge are the most influential consumer titles - 

based on shares per article - that cover the electronics sector
•  But, balancing volume of coverage (and therefore chance of being covered) with 

shares, the top three are the Wall Street Journal, New York Times and Forbes
•  Most coverage appears in these titles on a Tuesday, however, coverage is shared 

far more (over 50% more) on the weekend - almost no news is announced on 
weekends

•  News wires, while generating coverage, lead to almost no shares, suggesting 
few are reading and even fewer are acting on this coverage

Journalists
•  The Verge’s Ben Popper and Vlad Savov, TechCrunch’s Darrell Etherington and 

Ingrid Lunden and MIT Technology Review’s Tom Simonite receive the most 
shares per article

•  While all write for US headquartered publications, 3 of the 5 have strong links to 
London, with a fourth in Canada

•  The most influential newspaper writer, Don Clark of the Wall Street Journal, 
highlighted response speed as one of the biggest priorities for any PR agency/
office

•  The applications that journalists cover most are virtual reality and smart 
vehicles

•  However, the applications readers are most interested in are IoT and AI/deep 
learning

Companies
•  The research showed two tiers of companies, with Intel, Nvidia, Qualcomm, 

AMD and ARM each generating significantly more than those in the next group
•  Of this group of tier-1 companies, Intel receives the most shares per article, 

followed by Nvidia then ARM/Qualcomm tied
•  Combining coverage levels with shares, the top 5 are: Intel, Nvidia, Qualcomm, 

AMD, ARM
•  This ranking matches feedback from journalists, which cited Intel as being the 

“gold standard” for media relations

Executive summary
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How success is measured 
“The end goal is action, not eyeballs.” These are the words of the respected 
marketing speaker and author Jay Baer. The maxim holds true for all forms of 
marketing communication, from blogging and social marketing to advertising to PR, 
and is a key reason why many within the semiconductor industry focus PR efforts 
almost exclusively on trade media and communities that address the electronics 
design community.

There are, however, several reasons to promote a product, service or company to 
the more mainstream consumer and consumer technology press. These include 
recruitment and staff retention, attracting funding and increasing the overall 
consumer demand for products and technologies, to name but a few. 

We evaluated coverage based on:

1.  Page readership - how many people viewed the specific page. 
  Tools such as Coveragebook.com, which uses independent data from 

SimilarWeb.com and Moz.com, are able to approximate this for both the site 
and the page itself. 

2.  Social shares - how many people were motivated to share the article with their 
networks. 

  This data, for LinkedIn, Google+ and Facebook (albeit not currently for 
Twitter), can be obtained through the APIs. And spreadsheet macros (and 
tools such as Supermetrics) can enable you to track this data for even large 
numbers of URLs.
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Types of coverage included
Over 5,000 items of coverage that mentioned the 14 companies were identified and 
classified:

• News - about product/innovations
• News - about partnerships
•  Application stories - about sectors where the companies’ technologies were 

or could be used
•  Technical articles/features - a more in-depth look at a technology or trend
• Mergers, acquisitions and investments
• Financial news - quarterly results etc
• Component references - in articles about other, often consumer, equipment
• Rival - cited because you operate in the same sector as the focus of the story
•  Other - ranging from corporate stories to patent litigation to sports team 

sponsorship and beyond

Not all stories are equal. For example, social shares of stories about rivals, or 
component references, would, in the overwhelming majority of cases, be made 
because the reader is interested in the rival or the handset, TV or other system a 
chip is in. We therefore created two subsets of the data:

Subset 1) used to quantify social shares and company coverage levels
• News (product, innovation and partnerships)
• Application stories
• Technical articles
• M&A/Investments - when the focus is the company1

Subset 2) used to quantify what a publication prints
• News (product, innovation and partnerships)
• Application stories
• Technical articles
• M&A/Investments
• Financial news - when the focus is the company1

• Component mentions
• Other

1To eliminate subjectivity, this was 
defined as a reference of the company 
in question in the headline, URL or 
opening body text.  
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1. AMD
2. ARM
3. Broadcom
4. Freescale1

5. Imagination
6. Infineon
7. Intel
8. Maxim
9. NVIDIA
10. Qualcomm
11. Renesas
12. Samsung2

13. ST Micro
14. Texas Instruments2

Semiconductor companies analysed
 

1Including NXP
2Semiconductor division only
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Findings

Coverage volume 
In our first phase analysis, it was 
clear that the majority of coverage is 
produced by just a handful of media 
titles. With 62.9%, Bloomberg’s wire 
coverage dominates this, but even 
when this is discounted (and there is 
good reason to - see p11) over 75% 
of the coverage came from just 7 
titles. Indeed, Germany’s Handelsblatt, 
and the US’s Wall Street Journal and 
Bloomberg’s editorial news, contributed 
over 50%. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Engagement 
However, the sheer volume of coverage 
(or even the quoted reach) doesn’t 
necessarily correlate with the levels of 
engagement any publication’s content 
receives. Our first phase analysis 
showed just 4 publications in the top 
10 by coverage were in the top 10 by 
engagement. And just 2 of these were 
in the top 10 for mean engagement per 
article  
(see p10).

■ Handelsblatt.com
■  Wall Street Journal
■  Bloomberg news
■  Daily Mail
■  Forbes
■  FT
■  The New York Times
■  VentureBeat
■  Other

■  Wall Street Journal
■  The New York Times
■  Forbes
■  VentureBeat
■  Bloomberg news
■  Guardian
■  TechCrunch
■  The Verge
■  Other
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What gets covered in 
the leading titles
Of content that companies can seek 
to influence (news, application stories 
and technical articles/features) 57% 
is news based. This varies significantly 
between titles however, for example The 
Economist includes no news-led stories, 
and 91% of its relevant (subset 1) 
coverage is technical article/ feature led. 
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■  Other
■  M&A/Investment
■  Financial
■  Component  

(in another product)
■  Technical article/feature
■  Application
■  News (product/ 

partnership)

Content variation
Using subset 2, we looked at what the 
classes of content the 5 most influential 
publications printed when referencing 
the 14 semiconductor firms. 
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Embargo date
Just 8% of relevant coverage appears on the weekend, yet this coverage is shared 
far more on average, with a median of 375 shares per article on Saturday and 
444 on Sunday. This is almost double the next highest (Monday, 235 shares per 
article). Despite this, virtually no releases listed on the companies’ press rooms 
were published at the weekend.
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■  Articles ■  Median shares

What type of content gets shared the most?
Across all publications, feature articles proved to be the most engaging content, 
with a median of 530.5 shares per article. Application stories were shared 266 
times per story. News (product/partnerships) were shared 225 times. 

Highly shared content
That said, the most shared article was a news story - the launch of AMD’s Radeon 
chip for VR applications. This was shared 103,032 times. 
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Publications

Influential publications
As per section 1, those publications 
covering the semiconductor sector the 
most and those with the greatest reader 
engagements are not the same. Nor did 
we see a correlation with a publication’s 
reach. Of the articles tracked in phase 
1, for the list of publications that printed 
stories referencing semiconductors more 
than once per month, Wired (2,662 
shares per article), The Economist 
(2,180) and The Verge (2,060) had the 
greatest average shares per story. 

■ Wired
■  The Economist
■ The Verge
■  The Guardian
■  TechCrunch
■  Ars Technica
■  BBC
■  VentureBeat
■  The New York Times
■  Gizmodo
■  MIT Technology Review
■  Other

Sharing platforms
Mirroring our findings of how semiconductor industry blogs were shared, the 
overwhelmingly dominant social platform is Facebook, with 79.3% of a story’s 
shares being here. Our phase 1 analysis showed this ordering rang true for all of the 
top 10 titles, with these ranging from 68.0% (The Economist) to 91.9% (Gizmodo). 
While no information is available for shares on Twitter (following its November 2015 
API change) Publitek’s 2015 Social Media report put shares via Twitter at 8.0% on 
average - 40.4% of those of LinkedIn and just 12% of those made to Facebook.
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Wire services
Our phase 1 data showed Bloomberg’s URL nomenclature enables a comparison 
of wire content (BusinessWire, PR Newswire etc.) and editorial content. In 12 
months Bloomberg published 6,512 wire (bloomberg.com/research/...) stories vs 
397 editorial (bloomberg.com/news/…) articles. Despite forming just 6.1% of these 
articles, the editorial articles generated 66,776 shares via Facebook, LinkedIn and 
Google+. Conversely, the 6,512 wire articles generated just 60 shares in total. 
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The top 25 most influential publications for the semiconductor sector

Publication Count1 Google +  LinkedIn Facebook Combined
   Average average Average average

Wired 16 5.7 732.7 1923.3 2661.7
The Economist 15 13.1 685.5 1481.6 2180.2
The Verge 16 38.3 171.9 1849.3 2059.6
Guardian 34 10.8 215.4 1383.2 1609.4
TechCrunch 38 8.5 378.9 951.4 1338.7
Ars Technica 26 0.0 117.2 1095.7 1212.8
BBC 15 12.1 197.7 919.1 1128.9
VentureBeat 75 8.8 207.1 878.7 1094.6
The New York Times 124 12.9 282.3 774.5 1069.8
Gizmodo 18 29.0 51.9 917.9 998.8
MIT Technology Review 18 11.7 313.8 373.1 698.6
Los Angeles Times 22 6.4 106.7 521.3 634.5
Wall Street Journal 626 3.8 101.2 294.8 399.8
Engadget 12 38.8 37.3 315.4 391.4
Forbes 252 5.3 80.7 263.1 349.1
Re/Code 37 2.7 161.1 124.0 287.8
Ars Technica UK 30 10.5 25.4 241.8 277.6
USA Today 55 5.4 52.2 215.0 272.6
TechRadar 17 4.1 51.0 193.1 248.2
Bloomberg news 397 2.8 82.6 142.5 227.9
Business Insider 42 6.5 55.1 155.9 217.5
FT 229.0 229 0.4 85.7 53.1 139.2
Business Insider UK 54 1.7 113.3 13.4 128.4
Telegraph 26 1.3 27.4 85.6 114.3

1As specified by the independent 
Meltwater media monitoring service
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Companies
The top 10 articles on the semiconductor industry
While on average the most shared content is technical/feature articles, 7 of the 
10 most-shared stories were on product news. Notably AMD provided 6 of these 
spanning 5 months, so they were not just for one major launch.

Interestingly, company blogs by the leading semiconductor companies are not far 
off rivalling these figures. 

Publication Date Headline Company Type Shares

VentureBeat  14 Mar 2016 AMD throws its support behind VR AMD New product 103,032
   and demos next-gen graphics chip   
VentureBeat  18 Aug 2016 AMD’s takes biggest jab at Intel in  AMD New product 48,811
   years with Zen processor 
The Economist  18 Feb 2016 Wireless: the next generation Qualcomm, Technical article/  37,936
    Intel feature 
Engadget  18 Aug 2016 AMD crashes Intel’s party: Powerful AMD New product 33,530
   Zen CPUs are coming next year 
Forbes.com  29 Jun 2016 AMD Radeon RX 480 Delivers High AMD New product 33,027
   Quality VR At An Affordable Price 
Forbes.com  14 Apr 2016 AMD Has Turned Gaming Graphics  AMD New product 32,192
   Drivers From A Liability Into An Asset 
WSJ  5 Jan 2016 New York City to Replace  Qualcomm Partnership 22,695
   Pay Phones With Free Wi-Fi 
Engadget  29 Jun 2016 AMD’s Radeon RX 480 is the new  AMD New product 15,898
   king of budget video cards 
The Verge  5 Jan 2016 Nvidia announces ‘supercomputer’  Nvidia New Product 11,239
   for self-driving cars at CES 2016 
WSJ  1 Dec 2015 Could Self-Driving Cars Spell  Nvidia Technical article/ 9,294
   the End of Ownership?  feature
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How each company is influencing coverage
Subset 1 shows there is a significant gap between the top five and all other 
companies in the list in terms of amount of coverage. Notably, if the Softbank 
acquisition of ARM is taken out of the equation, the top four are out on their own.
The data don’t suggest why, however this could be for several reasons, such as: 

•  These companies actively focus on national media, where the others do not.  
•  They are all processor chip companies which, due to the work of the Intel 

Inside campaign, means this is more well understood by the lay readership and 
therefore easier to write stories about.
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Engagement
Quantity doesn’t always translate into engagement. In data subset 1, Texas 
Instruments and Freescale both have a higher median share per article than Intel. 
However it should be noted that the significantly lower number of articles for 
Freescale/TI could skew the results, or indicate one significant launch rather than 
an ongoing campaign. To strike a balance of quantity and quality we have therefore 
separated the graph into two tiers, with Intel leading in tier 1 and Texas Instruments 
in tier 2. 
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Most shared application areas
We also looked at articles referencing a specific application in either the header or the 
opening paragraph. Virtual reality is the most commonly written about application 
area by journalists writing relevant stories about the selected semiconductor vendors. 
However, this does not mean it’s as popular with their readers, with the top 2 having 
the lowest median share counts. While ‘smart cities’ is ranked as the most shared 
of these application the low count, and the relevance to a specific city, is likely to 
skew this. Interestingly, the data suggest IoT and AI/deep learning have a strong 
awareness awareness among these readers. 
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Semiconductor industry consumer media coverage 
index
The overall rankings table for the semiconductor industry consumer media balances 
both volume of coverage and median shares to rank the companies. 

The winner is Intel, with a high median share count and an exceptional volume 
of relevant coverage. However, both Texas Instruments and Freescale/NXP both 
recorded higher median share counts. 

Rank / Total Relevant Google+  LinkedIn Facebook Median Success
Company coverage coverage shares shares shares shares score

1 Intel 2722 745 12444 167682 439905 295 219775
2 Nvidia 1087 300 4609 37580 140864 229 68700
3 Qualcomm 1159 223 3491 42500 125294 193 43039
4 AMD 593 199 3217 15853 333604 165 32835
5 ARM 498 136 2071 28802 56727 195 26520
6 Freescale/NXP 94 36 386 8326 12363 305 10980
7 Texas Instruments 78 17 115 3680 2483 388 6596
8 Infineon 30 10 89 1714 4099 262.5 2625
9 Broadcom 131 13 67 1236 1716 143 1859
10 Samsung 58 20 895 2760 7381 84.5 1690
11 Renesas 24 6 14 542 501 149.5 897
12 Imagination 46 11 92 858 803 65 715
13 Maxim 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 ST Micro 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Journalists

Most active writers
Just 11 journalists provide over 50% 
of the relevant semiconductor industry 
coverage. With Dean Takahashi 
(VentureBeat) writing nearly twice as 
much as the next nearest writer. 

■  Dean Takahashi,  
VentureBeat

■  Mark Walton,  
Ars Technica

■  Andrew Cunningham, Ars 
Technica

■  Don Clark, WSJ
■  Devindra Hardawar,  

Engadget
■  Great Speculations, 

Forbes.com
■  Paul Sawers, VentureBeat
■  Peter Bright,  

Ars Technica
■  Jeff Grubb, VentureBeat
■  Patrick Moorhead,  

Forbes.com
■  Jon Fingas, Engadget
■  Other

Rank / Journalist Publication Count Shares Mean shares Median shares Max shares

1 Ben Popper The Verge 9 20407 2267.4 1458.5 8030
2 Vlad Savov The Verge 13 25456 1958.2 1228.5 5125
3 Darrell Etherington TechCrunch 10 8138 813.8 933.5 1327
4 Ingrid Lunden TechCrunch 13 19933 1533.3 893.0 9311
5 Tom Simonite MIT Technology Review 7 5658 808.3 642.0 2203
6 Steve Dent Engadget 11 9572 870.2 492.0 2698
7 Paul Sawers VentureBeat 20 21440 1072.0 491.5 6543
8 Jon Fingas Engadget 19 9741 512.7 406.0 1495
9 Sam Byford The Verge 13 11019 847.6 388.0 4774
10 Jon Brodkin Ars Technica 8 8496 1062.0 372.5 6244
11 Nicole Lee Engadget 8 4841 605.1 363.5 2192
12 Brian Heater TechCrunch 9 4445 493.9 331.0 1289
13 Jordan Novet VentureBeat 13 5475 421.2 330.0 1561
14 Jamie Condliffe Freelance  18 13334 740.8 298.0 4107
15 Mariella Moon Engadget 7 1518 216.9 259.0 478
16 Aaron Tilley Forbes.com 22 11256 511.6 247.5 2469
17 Devindra Hardawar Engadget 35 65741 1878.3 243.0 33530
18 Peter Bright Ars Technica 13 13801 1061.6 243.0 3335
19 Sebastian Anthony Ars Technica 7 2751 393.0 243.0 975
20 Don Clark Wall Street Journal 48 17924 373.4 210.0 2255

Journalists with influence
It’s noteworthy that all bar 2 of the 20 most influential journalists write for 
consumer technology publications rather than the national media. 
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An interview with Don Clark*

We spoke with one of the leading North American technology 
journalists to understand how well and how frequently 
semiconductor companies are communicating with him. Here’s 
is a redacted transcript of the interview: 

Q: Ignoring mass mailout press releases, how often are 
you contacted by semiconductor vendors or their PR 
agents?
I cover some big companies that are doing big things all 
the time. Intel and Qualcomm, and I am approached by 
companies like that just about every day. 

There are many smaller ones that I might hear from as little 
as every couple of years to once a month. It’s a range and 
depends on the size of the company.

Q: How many times in the past month have you written 
a non financial story about a semiconductor company?
A couple of times per week. For example, Intel bought a 
virtual reality-related company, Voke, these companies are 
doing lots.

We are in a merger wave, besides the big companies buying 
[smaller ones], there are lots of big deals happening. So in 
the past week there have been three major mergers involving 
a chip company. So there’s a lot of activity out there.

There were literally hundreds of them, public chip companies, 
created. So they could go down by 75% and there would still 
be a lot of chip companies. 

Q: Are there any companies you think mostly come to 
you with things that are relevant?
Intel has been the gold standard for PR in the sector. [It 
has a] very large internal staff and then they also hire some 
outside firms. Generally speaking, their internal staff are 
quite specialised. So for three or four years, they will be on a 
particular segment of the Intel business and they will be quite 
knowledgeable about it. They are able to answer questions on 
their own as PR people, but also fluid in getting the relevant 
executive on the line. And quite responsive. 

Probably the single most important thing we value in a PR 
department is speed and when something happens, how fast 
they help. Intel is always really fast.
Q: Any other good examples?
Qualcomm is pretty good. [It] has gotten better in recent 
years with some hires. AMD, though quite a bit smaller, is 
good. They keep me pretty well informed.

Q: What do you prefer to receive information on
For these big important companies I need to get everything 
from them. 

If it’s a company that’s seldom in the news I don’t need 
to hear that much. But I do like to know when anybody’s 
reporting their earnings. Any major executive changes, 
particularly CEO, CFO. Any acquisitions. 

It’s amazing how many companies send me lots of stuff about 
their products [yet] neglect to send me the news release 
when they’ve just made the biggest merger in their history. 
There’s often a disconnect [between] a product PR staff that’s 
very active and then you don’t find out about something quite 
material, financially.  

For example, some of these big semi-conductor companies 
have 25,000 customers. They have thousands and thousands 
of products. Almost none of them merit a news release even 
for a new version. Every once in awhile there’s something 
major like a big auto module for self driving cars. This kind of 
announcement is definitely worth doing.

Q: What’s the one thing PR agencies should do better?
I’m not very critical. It always should start with an email. Give 
me some idea right at the top why they’re approaching me. 
It’s good to get all the relevant information in the body of the 
email, don’t make me pull up an attachment or click on some 
link to get the gist of whatever you’re talking about since 
we’re all very busy, and working on multiple devices [so it’s] 
not very easy to pick up those attachments. 

But I’d rather they over communicate than under 
communicate. Something they’re doing might fit with a story 
that they’d have no idea I was doing. 

*Until recently, Don Clark served as editor and reporter in 
the San Francisco bureau of the Wall Street Journal, which 
he joined in 1993. He is perhaps best known for reporting 
about the components industry, particularly in relation to 
semiconductors.
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Publitek is a B2B marketing agency 
working with over 120 clients around 
the world, many in highly technical 
markets. Founded by engineers and 
technologists, we deliver integrated 
marketing and PR campaigns based on 
well-crafted strategies, expert creative 
content, and cost-effective delivery 
using the optimum mix of channels. 
Our technical team is complemented by 
creative marketing and PR specialists 
who produce outstandingly effective 
campaigns. With offices in Asia, Europe 
and North America, we offer an efficient 
global service or a great local one. 

www.publitek.com
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